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THE DEVELO^NT OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION IN JAPAN.
INTRODuariCfN
*For men may come and man may go, but I go on forever, 
*The Brook* is one of my favorite songs; surely the phenom­
ena of the universe seem changing. As Heraclitus thought, 
everything is in process and nothing is at rest and is lin- 
dergoing continual change and flow, but he found his truth. 
becoming, between Being and non Being. While Parmenides im-- e
plied that being has truth and excludes all plurality and 
there is no change in Being and reality refuses to include 
any phenomena of motion. lAst summer after I took a trip 
along the beautiful brook through the mountain ranges of 
Verq^ont, I had returned to Boston. It was the first day of 
September. Every Boston news paper brought a report* that 
from out. of the darkness suddenly the great city of Tokyo*
(my birth place) the metropolis of japan was shaken with 
the greatest earth quake known in its history. Yokahama, 
its neighbor and the greatest seaport in Japan was also a 
victim of this great tragedy. The great business sectiori 
and cities and towns were rased until no one could recog­
nize where their great markets had stood. Nothing remairfed 
but the tragic dpsplation and destru'ction of human life. 
While on the other ^hand we were in mouning last August 
that we had lost President Harding who had proposed the 
Washington Conference. These people were for the 
most part all moral pdople, living clean lives.
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The visitation of the earth q.uak;e and death to these:-peo­
ples were no't because of their sins but also as Jphn says 
in order that the Glory of God may be shown far and wide- 
Thb Japanese-people were deeply touched byAmeripan syia,^ 
pathy dnd. the help sent to the Japanese Nation. When nations 
begin to know each other, and share each other*s ^oys and 
sorrows, we shall learn to practice international brother-^ 
hood as the law of love, And-this * Glory of God' was surbjry 
manifested in the universal sympathy which the disaster 
called forth. As I stood one afternoon in the Boston- pub­
lic Garden watching the whirling and dancing Autumn leaves,
I enjoyed this moment, finding two ideas, motion and still­
ness. I lis'tened to the whispers coming through-the rust­
ling branches of the trees, and gazed on the quiet blue sky. 
Eepeated seasons shall bring the varietiesof hew revelation 
and eternal truth of readi^.. This year we lost our honor­
able Ex-President Wilson, who passed away to our Father's_ 
mansion from Washington D. C. I recognize the Father's will 
and know that the Ex President's conception of International 
justice and^ the League- of Nations will last forever in this- 
transitory world. It wa's Kipling who wrote 'Bast is East 
and‘West is West, and never the twain shall ineet *^ but the 
poet was wrong. In that wonderful moment east and^ west did 
meet. The Japanese and the Americans, the merchant, thp 
missionary and Educator were fused into one gheat brother­
hood, Mr. Wilson's idealism will be realized and will
never pass away. Alas I -How changeable, are the hearts of , 
human kind 1 Over the friendship of many years there
comes a cloud. Where and why such tempest? Is not the 
cause misunderstanding'? But I hope- that the great Com­
monwealth of the "brotherhood of Christian democracy will 
continue to reign here and acfoss the I^cif ic..My quick­
ened emotion urges me to paraphrase'Kipling's Verse:
0, East is Bast, .and West is
'But some day the Twain shall meet - 
This shall "be done for the Kingdom of God in the whole, 
world by means of Religious Education.
As the result of the recent European war we are now 
entering upon a' fundamental reconstruction period, ^he of 
the most- powerful agencies for bringing this about will be 
the training of the child^ Japan is one of the most. jRrogres — 
sive and enthusiastic seakers in the scientific field of-ed­
ucation.^ They have already many different systems and theo-.
They h4ve had -
ries of education, such as Montessorrs and Ellen Key's.> t?hese 
and other educatiaial systems for ten years. But none of 
them are systems of religious education. Religious Education 
is at morning dawn since Japan has accepted western educa­
tional standards'. In Japan Education and Religion are not 
confused. Education belongs within the scope of the schools 
while religion comes under the dominion of Churches and tan- 
ples. Bvferyl>o<iy recognizes the fact that religion us an 
essential element of human life, just -as^ it is na-tural for’ 
human beings to eat and ^drink', to make Homes and to form 
Societies, -So it is due to tha demand of human nature it­
self that man beliefes- in religion. Aa an infant ^crie_s for 
milk, so the Jap^ese- cries for" .the object of her-faith, dnr-
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ing her twenty five hundred and eighty one years since the. 
Sunrise Kingdom was established.
As the human organism reciuires various food-elements 
for -its support, so religious education in Japan will need 
to recognise, and appropriate some of the results of*phintp, 
and,of Qonfucianism, and of Buddhism as well as the great 
ideals of Christianity in order to bring .it to its highest 
efficiency.
Lungs exist.-for breathing the air, but their very ex­
istence is due to the more fiindamental fact that there ex­
ists the air. Religious faith has been implanted in human 
nature simply because ,there exists the. eternal reality which 
is the object of religious faith. It is an unfortunate fact 
that the Japanese Children are deprived of -the opportunity 
of cultivating their religious life in a proper manner, so 
that when they are grown they naturally.feel the needs of 
their spiritual natufe., but which in the absence of genuine 
faith^only find- satisfaction .in superstitions. Where’ tjaejae 
is no genuine faith, superstition flotArishes, and where, spp- 
-erstition flourishes true religion dies. Such has been a 
lamentable fact throughout the world's history. The late. 
Emperor Meiji, a great reformer, had his progressive idea 
when he ascende.d. to the throne; .he had declared for heaven 
and e^rth freedom of religion tiii'pugh. the constitution, and 
realized his enthusiastic spirit of morality and knowledge- 
in the Imperial Rescript on Education, which Is said to be 
the fundamental .prinbiple of Japanese-education, and which
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is read on national holidays in school auditoriums with the 
same reverence as Scripture reading in Christian schools»
THB IMPERIAL RESCRIPT,
'^Kbiow ye, Our Subjects; Our Imperial Ancestors have 
founded Our Empire on a basis broad and everlasting, and have 
deeply and firmly implanted virtue; Our subjects ever united 
in loyalty and filial piety have from generation to genera­
tion illustrated the beauty thereof. This is the glory of 
the fundamental character of Our Empire; and herein also 
lies the source of our education. Ye, our subjects, be filial 
to your parents,' affectionate to your brothers and sisters; 
as husbands arid wives be harmonious, as friends true; bear 
yourselves in modesty and moderation; extend your benevolence 
to all; pursue learning and cultivate arts and thereby develop 
intellectual faculties and perfect moral powers; furthermore, 
advance public good and promote cormon interests; always 
respect the Constitution and observe the laws; should emer­
gency arise, offer yours^elves courageously to the state; and 
thus guard and maintain the prosperity of Our Imperial Throne 
coeval with heaven and earth. So shall ye not only be our 
good and faithful subjects, bur render illustrious the best 
traditions of your forefathers. The way here s‘et forth i& 
indeed the'teaching bequeathed by Our Imperial Ancestors, 
to be observed alike by their descendants and the subjects, 
infallible for all ages' and true in all places. It is bur 
wish to lay it 'to heart in all reverence in common with you, 
our subjects, tha^t we may thus all attain to the same virtue.
The 30th day of the 10th month, of the 23rd year of
Meiji.”
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The Imperial Rescript is commonly recognized "by many 
educators as the only authority needed for the fundamental 
principle of education. In I'act, in many cases it is. not 
too much to say that ethical teaching as become a dead letter 
with ng living spirit. For this educators alone cannot be 
blamed, because our goveripaental authorities, especially the 
Educational department, have made great error in believing, 
or in letting others believe, that the Imperial Rescript alone 
is sufficient for the moral advancement of the nation. With 
a feeling of deep reverence, we may point out that our late 
Emperior, Meiji, who was gracious enough to issue the Rescript 
above mentioned, was not a Christian, but was a most pious 
man. There are many anecdotes concerning his religious piety; 
even in one or two of his poems we observe his piety. The 
educators of Japan think thei are doing their duty by simply 
repeating the readings of the Rescript as often-as possible.
On one occasion he sang:
”W}aen the human heart comes* in touch with the invisl^ 
ble God, there alone, and not elsewhere, comes forth the 
true sincerity of man.'*
"Punish me, 0 Heavenly God, for the sins of my 
people. For they are nothing but my own children.
The lack of religious faith among the Japanese nation 
is responsible for many lamentable social phenomena, besides 
the ineffectiveness in education. It is reported that 
Mr, Williani Jennings Bryan said, after his visit to our coun­
try: "During my sojourn in Japan I could not find any reli­
gious feeling among Japanese statesmen." Everyone knows that 
Mr, Bryan is an earnest Christian and .his tS?ords above quoted 
may be said to be due to his mental attitude.
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The world knows Japan, but it does not yet fully vn- 
derstand her. Japan is a country of peculiar national char­
acter and its correct interpretation is no easy task for for­
eign people. Books have been written by both native and 
foreign authors in order to help the ?/orld to understand 
Japan and the Japanese people, but few of them have achieved 
their purpose. The purpose of my thesis is not merely to? in­
troduce her formal system of religious education, but also 
to give some knowledge and unierstanding of her spirit. 
Therefore, I desire to show her historical development and 
the relation between Japanese ethical education and her 
religion.
GHAPDiiH I. .-SHINTOISM. . _ . \
The Earliest ReTigion.
The legends of the Japanese date back from the early 
origin of the race, some thousand years before Christ. The 
old books say (1) the sun goddess, Amaterasu, sent down her 
grandchildren from heaven to invade and occupy Japan. Their 
leader was the god of* chief grandchild of the goddess, who 
is now known as the first Mikado of Japan. He is highly 
honored under the name of Jimmu Tenno, 660 B.C.,
According to one of the oldest sacred books the art of 
poetry was highly honored among the Mikado's followers. We 
canget a clear vision of the earliest spirit of Japanese from 
"Record of Anceint Matters." The religion into which the 
Japanese had emerged from barbarism was, unq.uestionably, the 
very ancient faith of Shintoism. T^is held its own, not only
against the first sweep of Chinese civilization, with the
teaching of Confucianism, but also against all the highiy 
spiritual preaching of Buddhism.
^Nature Worship.
Shinto is a form of nature v/orship and ancestor worship, 
sacrifice to departed heroes constituting one of the princi­
pal features of its cult. Before the first Mikado, Jimmu,
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we have the mythological period. It is said there were/\”Lord 
of the Center of Heaven*', and subBeq.uently two other dieties, 
whose names were "August High August-producing Deity," and 
"Divine Producing Diety." (2) These deities inhabited pure 
infinite space. The two last named gods produced nebulous 
matter, and from a kin^ cf horn which went upwards, the 
heavens were spread, from which two more deities and the sun 
were produced. A downward movement of the nebulous matter 
formed the mood. While these upward and downward Movements 
were in progress, fourteen gods and goddesses were created, 
concluding the "Male Who Invites", and the "Female Who In­
vites", This pair were the parents of the earth and the 
sea, the eight islands of Japan, the deities of the sun and 
moon; the later gods and all living creatures. The Goddess 
of the sun, the reputed ancestress, of the first Sovereign 
of Japan, she decreed that his dynasty should endure forever, 
and his descendants, Mi&ados, should govern that country in 
perpetuity. The Mikado, before taking possession of his 
kingdom received from the goddess three sacred emblems, 
which constitute the divine insignia of the Imperial Power 
of Japan: The Sacred Mirror, worshipped at the Naiku Shrine
(i; The Kojiki; and Nihon^t. Sacred books of Japan
- Lit. of East.
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in Ise; the Sacred Sword, enshrined at the temple of Atsu- 
|:a; and the Sacred Stone, kept always by the Mikado him­
self. From this deity the Mikado's clan:, descended, as 
mentioned, by divine authority.
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'B/ Shinto Worship and the Worship of the Mikado, as 
the Son of Heaven.
The term "Shinto” means "the way of the gods". The 
Japanese word god, (Kami) and is applied to human being of 
the divine age, and to the Mikado, called injbhe ancient 
writings "distant gods”. The term is applicable to a god 
or- goddess. A spirit may be rendered "Superior, or "Extras 
ordinary”, the title of the Mikado or Tenshi, "Son of
II
Heaven. The Shinto religion is of very great antiquity, 
the name itself coming into use when Buddhism became pre­
valent in Japan to distinguish the two cults.
' ^Ancestor Worship.
Shintoism was a natural religion in a primitive stage 
of development, combining the worship of the heavenly bod­
ies and the forces of nature, personified by various de­
ities and local gods and goddesses, as indicated in its 
early mythology. Also the worship of ancestors which is 
of the same antiquity as Confucianism and enters largely 
into the Shinto cult. In Basho's (famous Japanese poet, 
1690) ,poem it is well represented;
"The household at the graves assembled, white-haired 
a,nd leaning on their staves.”
To visit the graves of ancestors at stated intervals 
is an act of piety prescribed by immemorial custom. Here
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we Bee a whole family of aged persons assembled to do honor 
to those whom they, themselves, will soon follow to the 
other ?/orld. The picture is solemn. Memorial tablets of 
xhe dead members of the family are placed in Japanese houses 
by the side of the altar to the domestic gods. The MiE^^do 
was also a special object of religious veneratioi, from the 
belief as stated, that he was the direct descendant of the 
Sun Goddess and possesaed semi-divine attributes as an in­
carnate deity.
B&by Carried to Shrine.
The Japanese people have not started the birthday un­
der the influence of religious education, yet the baby is 
carried to a Shinto shrine on the 33rd day, just like the 
ancient Jewish people did on the 8th day at Jerusalem. ^ 
The mother brings her child to the priest at the shrine, 
which is simple in form. In the shrine are placed tablets 
covered with papcjr and inscribed with the names of the fam­
ily. Intoxicants, rice, and twigs of the cleyard-japonica, 
the sacred tree, are presented. Usually praise and prayers 
are recited. While the priest is reciting prayers -and 
hymns they often make sacrifices and offerings.
['B''', General Discrimination of Shintoism and Fund- 
t ament4l Character.
V _ . ^ c, . i?
There are three forms of Shinto. (1) Worship of An­
cestors v/hich is the domestic cult in the family; (2) the
worship of clan or trilsal ancestors the communal cult; and 
6----------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------- ----------
(I^ The Gospel of Luke.
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(3) the worship of imperial ancestors the state cult, Here 
are the religions of the home, with worshipjof the local di­
vinity, or tutelar god, and the national religion. The 
Shinto priest in old Japan represented the religious sent­
iment of his district- The social bond of each community 
was identical with the religious bond. Local deities whose 
various characters are the cause of the local differences 
which exist among persons, animals and plants. These dei­
ties, (the Ujigami) are supposed to be the tutelary gods and 
must be propitiated, and especially is this true on removing 
from one house to another.
Social Festivals and School Children.
Little children enjoy the festival days of these shrines. 
Th^y meet to hear and see its sacred music and dancing. They 
come from all the villages. And from childhood it is im­
pressed upon them that the festival is the giver of all good 
things, the helper and guardian' of the people. Even to-day 
in the coimtry the belief prevails, that they give thanks for 
a plentiful rice crop of all the harvest. This thanksgiving 
should be offered not to Buddha but to the ancient local 
&od. The prosperity of the family, it is thought, depends 
upon the observance of filial piety, which is identified with 
obedience to the traditional rules of house-hold conduct.
The community is to depend upon the observance of ancestral 
custom, upon obedience to those unwritten laws of the dis­
trict which are taught to all from the time of their child­
hood, as is the case in primitive culture. Customa are iden­
tified with morals standards. First of all be it observed 
that the communal will reinforces the will of the household.,
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compels the ohservance of filial .piety. Even the conduct of 
a hoy who has passed the age of childhood is regulated not 
only hy the family hut '\>y the public. He must obey the 
household, he must also obey public opinion in regard to his 
domestic relations with filial piety and loyalty.
About five years ago, when I was in charge of a cir­
cuit, we held kindergarten in quite a larfee town in the south­
ern part of the state. According to our school custom, a 
new term starts in April A hundred little boys and girls are 
led in front of this local shrine on registration day by the 
school authorites. I saw many of our first-year children who 
were graduates of our Christian kindergarten, among them.
Many Japanese educational leaders say, Shinto is a religion, 
but the shrine is not, necessarily, a place of worship, but 
rather a monument to the great and good. But there is no 
acciirate or distinct conception byOie common or ignorant 
people and little children. The leader said, "this is the 
ceremony of reporting of new school children”. The chil­
dren had^ grown tired of standing while the priest was reading 
the report in Japanese classics, Hobody could understand.
One of the principal*s of the school came to me and said: "A 
few words easy oral encouragement for children in better 
than the ritual". It is true that there is no understanding 
in this for the children. The religion of Shinto needed no 
written commandment^; it was taught to everybody from child­
hood by precept and example, and anyone^ of ordinary intel­
ligence could learn it. Indeed, Shintc? presents us with a 
mythological hierarchy, which I have mentioned already, about
13 -
the Sun-Goddess, founder of the Imperial house. The oldest 
record also in sacred lite^’atures. The 195000 shrines of 
Shinto represent, however, more than*clan-cults or guild- 
cults, or national-cults. Many are dedicated to different 
spirits of the -same god; for .Shinto holds that the spirit of 
either man or a god may divide itself into several spirits.
Carrying "Examples" to Shrine of Tenjin.
The temples have heen dedicated to historical person­
ages, to spirits of great ministers, captains, rulers, schol­
ars, heroes, and statesmen. For example, the spirit of Suga- 
warano Michizane,■once Minister to the Emperor Daigo, is wor­
shipped as the god of handwriting-, under the name of Tenpin, 
Children everywhere offer to him the first examples of their 
handwriting-, and deposit in receptacles placed before tho 
shrine their worn-out writing brushes. -About twenty years 
ago I was visiting my grandfather * s^ home, with.my father.
One day my grandmother carried me -to Tenjin shrine, and she 
called my ajitention to an old handwritten poem which was’ 
dedi-cated by my father as an example of the first composed 
poem, when he was about seven years old. Not only because 
Sugawarano Michizane wasi^the loyal Minister of the Emperor, 
.but also because he was one-.of the great poets in om- lit­
erature, he is called by the common people the "God ^of Know­
ledge ." *
Family Festivals and^National Festivals.
Shinto cults have their particular-feast-days, and^in 
the case-of the ancestor-cult, the feait-days are occasions 
of religioua assembly, -when .relatives meet together to^cel-
" - 14 -
etrate the domestic rite. This is also an opportunity for 
social intercourse among friends and relatives. Unconscious­
ly, children feel the religious atmosphere of such festival 
days. They see the proeession, the sacred dance, and listen­
ing to the music. For the children the festival* of the local 
Shinto shrine must at least aid -in the celehrat^on of the • 
nine great national holidays related to the national cult; 
these nine out of a t6tal eleven "being occasions of ifiiperiel 
ancestor-worship. The school children are led to the.ir 
shrine for v/orsh‘ip by the school te^c^e^s,; and on three of 
these great festival days we haye a. celebration in each 
school and the Imperial Rescript is read by the principal 
of each school.
iQi, Education of Shinto priesthood.
A long, disciplinary prepar^ition is necessary, and the 
office, in most -cases, is hereditary. The training begins 
in boyhood and for the purpose of attending the 'professional 
school of the priests. There are several ^government schopls; 
and also at- many shrines of priestesses are children, and 
when they have reached the hubile age some of them retire,’ 
even when they are grown wome. They are permitted to remain 
such even after marriage. The piiestesses who are called the 
Mika are more- than a mere officiant. The songs which-she iS“ 
still -obliged to learn indicate that she was originally offer­
ed to the gods as a bride. Even yet her touch ia holy; the” 
grain sown by her hand is- blessed. At some time in the past 
she seems to have been a-pythoness; the spirits of the gods 
possessed her and spoke* through her lips. All the poetVy ”
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of this most ancient of religions centers in the figure of 
its little Vestal, — child-bride of ghosts, as she is like - 
some wonderful white and crimson butterfly before the shfine 
of the Invisible. ‘Sven in these years of change, when she - 
must go to the public schodk, she continues to represent all 
that is delightful in Japanese girlhood; for her special 
home-training keeps her reverent, innocent, dainty in all 
her waysji and worthy to remain the pet of the gods% 
Purification of Shinto.
Shinto extracted scrupulous cleanldness; that is, re­
garded physical impurity as identical with moral impurity, 
and intolerable to the gods. It has been, and still remains, 
a religion of ablutions. The Shinto cult must include some 
rite of purification as a ceremony; as these influences are 
very strong for school children for their practical living 
and love ofcleanliness, indicated by.the practice of daily 
bathing until this habit be'comes the nature of Japanese people.
"^I-: The Influence of Shinto on national Character.
Shinto*s influence evolved a national type pf charac­
ter, worthy in many ways of earnest admiration, the nation­
al type of moral character was invented, the name—The soul 
of Yamato (the appellation of the old province of Yamato, 
seat of the early Emperor*s figure used for the entire coun­
try). This idea of the Boul^of Old Japan put forth by the 
Shinto scholars their hold assertion that conscience alone 
was a sufficient ethical guide, declaring the high quality 
of the Japanese conscience d..proof of the divine origin of 
the race^ It is said that in ancient ti15.es, when men's die-
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positions were straightforward, a gomplicated system of mor­
als was unnecessary. Children understood, that the rule of* 
oUtedience was to he enforced; to obey was piety according 
to the law of tradition and the religion of loyalty; Surely 
this was a beautiful virtue in the Japanese moral life. I 
regret to say that gradually the fragrance of the spirit is 
passing away in the current of transition to the new epoch.
Old Samurai women to whom were entrusted the respon­
sibility of producing the culture of Bushido in her Child's 
education, were required, like the women of Sparta, to show 
signs of joy on hearing that their husbands or sons had 
fallen in battle.’ To betray any natural feeling under the 
circumstances was a grave breach of decorum..Even to-day 
the people still reveal the nature of the old discipline..
17
GBAS^m 11 - CONFUCIAMSM 
The Second Great Movement of Religious Education.
Between 276 and 285 a Korean scholar Wani, ded­
icated the confuc'ian Analects. As early even as the first 
century there were some Chinese scholars in Japan, hut af­
ter ¥ani came, the study of Chinese literature first became 
fashionable among the ruling classed. The great Shinto 
scholars of the eighteenth century made a comparison between 
Japanese and Chinese morality, greatly to the disadvantage 
of the latter. When the people were straightforward a com­
plicated system of morals was unnecessary. It would natur­
ally happen that lad actions mig^t occasionally be committed. 
It is because the Japanese were- truly moral in their prac­
tice that they required no theory of morals; though the so­
ciologist and evolutionist may smile and imagine what de­
velopment of character that must have been. It is true^'" 
that in primitive times it had been^much less uniform, less 
comples, less minutely organized, and it had continued to de­
velop and elaborate until under the Tokugawa's era. The Ori­
ginal Japanese people in their primitive Shinto faith were 
simpler in life before the acceptance of the Chinese civil­
ization and Confucianism than afterwards. Motowori, ant 
ancient Shinto scholar, said "the fuBia i»ade, by the Chinese 
about theoretical morals is due to their laxqty in practice". 
Such a scholar should attribute itto the new civilfeation 
through Buddhism and through the western civilization.
Chinese civilization had made a new epoch in its rapid pro-
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gress since the close of the third century. Confucianism, 
hoT/ever, did not represent a new religion like Buddhism, be­
cause it was a system of ethical teachings founded upon an­
cestor-worship, much like that of Japah. The jnost conspic­
uous confucian ethics became,-at an early date, the ethics 
of the ruling classes of the Japanese people, and^so re--- 
mained down to recent times. Its -doctrines were humane^- in 
the best meaning of the wordj and striking evidences of its 
humanizing effect on government policy may be found in. the- 
laws and the maxims of the wisest of Japanese rulers, par­
ticularly for-Samurai clan and Scholars.
I think it is necessary to write about Confucius. He- 
was essentially a man of peace and a born statesman, who 
lived diuring a period of political anarchy-,and corrupti&h. 
Sew men have left the impress of their teaching and lives 
upon a nation in so marked a degree as Confucius upon the 
Chinese. His works and those of his commentators are nat­
ional in their imjrortance and influence. Confucianism forms 
the religion of nearly a third ,of the human race. The in­
fluence of Confucius has. made learning in China, the road to 
state employment and distinction, since all candidates for 
the public service must possess a competent knowledge of - 
the whole doctrine of the^ sage and couxait to memory-all his 
moral teaching. He spent the last years of his life in ed­
iting ”The Kings, or Sacred Books'* of the Chinese. The
•a
Five Kings-; 1. Book of Changes; Book of History; 3. Book 
of Odes; 4. Book of Rites; 5. Spring and .Autiimn Annals, 
(721-480 B.C.), The Four Books; 1. Confucian ^alects 
(edited by Confucius himself); 2. Great Learning; 3. Doc-
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trine of tlie man; 4. The Works of Meuclus.
These sacred hooks and classics had a great influence'-
in faciliating the assimilation of Confucianism in Japhn and 
to build
in , helprng^upon the simpler foundation of Shinto*a clearly 
defined system of National Bthics.
Significance of Religious Education of ConfucianasmT
According to the Ancient classics (Shante^ was the 
chief object of worship. This dietywas regarded as the ' 
ruler of heaven and earth. In the earlier “Books" a monoth­
eistic belief is more clearly indicated than in the later^ 
"Books". Ancestor-worship, is practiced in‘China and is ex­
pressed in sacrifices. The ancestral feast and sacrifice 
are regarded as the means by which communication and commun*. 
ion with spirits of the dead are held. Similar homage is- 
rendered to the la7?-givers, benefactors of society, and fam­
ous patriots. Filial piety constitutes an all-important dtity 
as the first and chief of human virtues, and is the keystone 
of the structure ori which Chinese society is founded..
v'A; Home Life -- Obedience.
Five things are stated by Confucius as necessary to 
the proper discharge of filial duty:
(1) The utmost reverence to parents.
(2) The fullest and most ungrudging support of them.
(3) The greatest anxiety when parents are ill.
(4) Every demonstration of grief in moaning .for them-.
(5) The utmost solemnity in sacrificing and making -
offerings to them after death.
Confucianism is saturated, as it were , with the spirit 
of filial devotion; it is characterized, by the insistence 
on the duties of friendship, benevolence, loyalty, filial 
reverence, truthfulness, the duty of man to man, and the
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obligation resting upon rulers to make their people virtuous
C r
and contented by justice and humanity. The cultivation of 
morality in all its relations to the public'and private life 
of a man was the essential principle of the teaching of Con­
fucius, and it has left its indellible influence upon the 
national character of the Chinese people. So it was accepted 
by the Japanese people. The idea of Confucianism pertaining 
to the family center and recial idea is emphaxized for this 
present world in active and unified morality, but the only 
difference is this, the conception of loyalty in China was 
not as strong as in Japan; for china has had many different 
royal families varying dynasties, but the Japanese anperors 
have occupied the throne in unbroken line from time immem­
orial. But the Chinese recognizing the changed dynasty re­
volution after revolution, naturally filial piety was more 
emphattized.
. ^ Loyalty Emphasized in Japan.
*
The significance of Loyalty is not only sincerity .or, 
to be more precise,'fidelity, as loyalty is the love that 
the Japanese people feel for their sovereign, for whose sake 
the people are ready to make any sacrifice. So is filial 
piety the great self-effacing love the people feel for the;r 
parents and the people consider this the source of all 
national virtues which crystallize the Japanese sense of al--^ 
truistic morality.
Japanese loyalty has been-to the Mikado because he is 
believed to be the ”Son .of Heaven" or as we should say “di- 
vine". This is national tradition in Japan. This alone is 
the reason why with many changes in the Shoguns the Mikado
was never deposed. Thus in Japan religious and political 
or national lo^ralties ar^erged.
\ Moral education was studied at School and at Homa.
In 677 A.D., in ,the year of Hakuho, under Emperor 
Tephy, seven private academies and universities had cfpened 
for high-class people. Since that time to sixty years ago 
part of the curriculum in the elementary school was Chines 
classics. At the general private schools called the "Tei^- 
akoya**, children were compelled to memorize the more ele­
mentary primary part of the Four Books at their home.
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CliAPTlSR III* - BUDDHISM.
. n.
jL The influence of the Coming of Buddhism.
(^4), The Coming of Buddiiism.
Buddhism was introduced as a promoter of national de- 
yelopment and first .came from Korea about 552 A,.D. By the 
end of the eighth century the whole fabric of Japanese life 
had been^reorganized upon the Chinese plan^-under Confucian 
influence, but it was not until well into the rvinth century 
that the Buddhism really began to spread throughout the 
country. Eventually it overshadowed the national life and 
colored all the national thought. After Japan had been lit­
erally flooded by Buddhism for nearly a thousand years,. 
Shintoism reassumed its archaic simplicity and re-estab­
lished the unaltered forms of its .earliest rites. But the 
attempt of Buddhism-to absorb Shintpism seemed at one per­
iod to have almost succeeded. The method of the absorption 
is said to have beenaevised .about the year 800, by the fam­
ous Shingon Sect, Kobodaishi, v/ho first declardd the higher 
Shinto gods to be the incarnation of various Buddhas, 
Buddhism and Shintoism,
The new compound Buddhism and Shintosim obtained im­
perial approval and support. They seemed to have been form­
ally united but, nevertheless, there was no real fusion. 
After ten centuries of such cantact they separated again. 
Both in domestic form and ancestor cult they affected Japan­
ese religious education, bringing profound tihilosophy, re­
ligion, ethics, and art. Thus Buddhism became the popular
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religion, while Shinto remained the official religion; but 
as a matter of fact* Buddhism became as much an official 
religion as Shinto itself. In the education of„ the ruling 
classes it also became a great power and has so remained 
down to the present day. Buddhism brought to Japan a hu­
manizing influence with new beliefs. There is a i^ddhist 
proverb, "First observe the, person; then preach_the law". 
Yet it is very hard to adapt Buddhist abstract doctrine to 
the mental capacity of the masses of people; as for in - 
stance, the meaning of ''Nirvana“. So the great masses of 
the people fell into superstition and idolatry.
, B'. Buddhist Art and its Influence.
Buddhism brought in its train all the arts of carving, 
painting and decorations which hung in the temple and ex­
plained better than words the doctrine of the six states of 
existence, and the dogma of futurp rewards and punishments. 
The conception of future rewards and punishmnnts displayed 
the incidents of a 3dul*s journey to the realm of judgment 
and all the horr.ors of the various hells, or joys of the 
happy land (O-okuraku). Children while playing in the tem­
ple yard and looking at these works of art, meeting a fun­
eral procession, or other kindodf ritual, are impressed, 
besides receiving direct Buddhist education, until the Bud­
dhist thought came to be ingrained into Japanese belief, 
rarental affection must have been deeply touched by the 
painted legend of "The World of children^' ghosts", the 
little ghosts, that must toil, under a demon-surveillance, 
in the Dry Bed of the River of Souls. But the pictured
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terrors were-offset by pictured consolations, — by the 
beautiful figure of’Kwannon, white Goddess of Mercy; by the 
compassionate smile of Jizo,the playmate of infant ghosts, 
by the charm of celestial numphs floating on irridescent 
wings.
There are several forms of -Bud-dhism, and in Modern 
Japan there are twelve principal Buddhistic sects. Pupular 
Buddhism, is to be distinguished from philosophical Buddhisnu 
Buddhist doctrine and person. For example, let me intro'ducB 
several popular images; The Yakushinyorai; tin Sanscrit
4 .
Bhaisajyaguruvaiduryaprabhsu-Tatha-gata) is weTl known as 
the phys-ician deity. This is the object of superstitious 
peoples' worship to secure healing. Kishibojin (Sanscrit 
Harite^ Goddess, usually has two babes, one held to her 
breast, and the other on her knees, and holding a fortune 
cake in her right hand. Tradition says that before she be­
came Buddha this goddess had three thousand children. She 
loved the youngest of all very much, yet she used to eat other 
people's children. Once this Buddha hid her youngest child 
imder a- bowl; though devil-like, she then surrendered to the 
power of Buddah. So she. became a good goddess to whom was" 
given the privilege of bestowing' babies' upon the people,- also, 
to be a physician for children. The ignorant class -of women 
believed that they could bring forth babies by worshipping 
this diety.
Kwannon, the merciful goddess, (Sanscrit Avalakitesvara) 
Buddhism borrowed from the^ native thought, as it did in ev-
ery land where it was accepted. Hence Japanese Buddhism is, 
to some extent, a religion by itself. It has. gods -of. its 
own, especially magnifying -Kwannon, the woman-like -spirit 
of mercy and pity, the hearer of thw world’s -prayers. It is 
represented sometimes •a's a god, sometimes -as a goddess, in 
thirty-three forms and functions who protects the people. 
Gradually the graveyards became thronged with-dreaming Bud­
dhas, holy guardians of the dead, enthroned upon lotos flow­
ers of stone-, and smiling with closed eyes the smile of the 
eternal peace. Sculptors offered to furnish pious households 
with images of the chief divinites worshipped by various 
Buddhist sects; -and the makers of Buddhist'mortuary tablets, 
as well as the makers of household shrines, multiplied and 
prospered.
Educational Value of Buddhism.
.-I-*. ^Religious -Atmosphere of the Home.
Under Chinese influence the ancestral cult became es­
tablished in the home; and -buddhism at a later day main­
tained this domestic cult which softened the thoughts of 
men about their dead. In every home there is a shrine -(Shin 
to) or .Butsudan (Buddhistj| devoted to it. It is placed up­
on a shelf fixed against the-wall of some inner clamber. In 
the shrine or the Bur-sudan are placed tablets of white wood 
inscribed with the names of the dead. -Rrayers are repeated 
and offerings are placed before the ancestral tablets and 
image of Buddha every day. These duties are usually entrust 
ed to the elders or to‘ the women of the household, who sin-
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cerely regard the dead as -Continuing to form a part of the 
home life, and needing still the affection and respect of 
their children and kindred. So the children are placed in 
an environment where they see their family worship before 
the mortuary tablets and an image of Buddha.
Buddhist Temple School.
>r- •
The greatest value Of Buddhism to the nation was ed-, 
ucational. The Shinto priests 7;ere not teachers, but in 
early times were aristocratic, religious leaders, while 
Buddhism, on %he other hand, offered the boon of education 
to all; not only a religious education, but an education in 
the arts and Chinese classics, etc. So the Buddhist temples 
eventually became common schools, or had schools attached to 
them; and in each temple the children of the community were 
taught at a mere]^ nominal cost the doctrines of the faith, 
the wisdom of the Chinese classics, writing, and drawing. 
Thus the education of the whole nation came under Buddhist 
control, and the moral effect was very good. The education 
of the military class was under a special system, but*Samu­
rai scholars sought to perfect their knowledge under Bud­
dhist teachers, and the Imperial household employed Bud­
dhist instructors for tl^e common people everywhere. The 
Buddhist priest was the school-master, and by virtue of 
his occupation as teacher, he won the good graces of the 
people and in additioh to the function of public instructor 
he added those of a public registrar. The Buddhist clergy 
remained throughout the country in public as well,as in reV
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ligious offices; they. lsept_the parish records and furnished, 
when necessary, certificates of birth, death, or family des­
cent. Certainly the Terahoya, which means Temple-child-house, 
the little schoolhouse of Japan, started from the Buddhist 
temple. Education under Buddhist influence -introduced to 
drama a higher form of li-t-enature-and art, and gave a meta­
physical conception of "Very truth", one reality, which is"- 
a kind of-monismi .^In order to'explain the teaching of uni­
versality of matter and mind as representing moral order, 
these truths were transformed for the several s'ects of Bud­
dhism, that they might be understood by the, common peo'ple.
From the earliest age, there has been-union of clans which 
became a virtual feudalism in modern society. Buddhism also 
had established a religious hierarchy independent of the Cen­
tral authority. But her sects opposed each other incurring 
the bitterness and hostility of the military clans. But "the 
political aspirations of -ciuddhism ended in the sixteenth 
century. But the faith of loyalty and of 'filial piety has 
never perished from domestic religion.
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CHAPTM IV.-BUSHIDO.
The moral training of the yocuth of japan 6ann6t he un­
derstood until Bushido is 'considered. In Bushido ,is found the 
soul -of -Japan which is passed on to each generation. Busn- 
ido is not a religion, but a- result of the religious* influen­
ces of Buddhism, Confucianism, and Shintoism, upon the spirit 
of the Japanese,
, The Soul of Japan.
'There are so many famous deeds illustrative of Bus'hi- 
do. Doctor N'itobe, a Christian educator and the author of 
Bushido, says; "I could give no ready answer for the moral 
precepts I learned in my childhood days, as they were not 
given in schools, and not until I began to analyze the dif- 
fdrent elements that formed my no'tions of’right and wrong 
did I find that it was Bushido that breathed them into my 
nostrils. Bushido, then,is the code of moral principles 
which the knights were required, or instructed, to observe.
It is not a written code; at best it consists of a few max­
ims handed down from mouth to mouth, or coming from the pen 
of some well-known warrior or savant. More frequently it 
is a code unuttered and .unwritten, possessing all the more 
the powerful sanction of veritable deed, and of a .law writ­
ten on the fleshly tablets of the heary”. “In citing the 
Sources of Bushido, I may begin with Buddhism. It furnished 
a sense of calm trust in fate, a quiet submission to the in­
evitable; that stoic composure in sight of danger or calam-
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ity, that disdain of life, and frienliness with death",
"What Buddhism failed to give, Shintoism offered in 
abundance;^ such loyalty to the sovereign, such reverence for 
ancestral memory, and such filial piety as. are not taught by 
any other creed".
"Ae to strictly ethical doctrines, the teachings of 
Confucius were the most proiifi.c source of Bushido, His 
enunciation of the five moral relations between master and 
servant, (the governor and the governed) father and son, 
husgand and wife, older<and younger brother, and between 
friend and friend, was but a confirmation of what the race 
instinct had recognized before his writings were introduced 
from China".
"Stories of military exploits were repeated almost be­
fore boys left their mother's breast. Doea a little baby .cry 
for any achej* The mother scolds him in this fashion; 'Whata ' 
coward to cry for a trifling painl What will you do when 
your arm is cut off in battle? What will you do when you 
are called upon to commit harakiri?* We alllknow the pathet­
ic fortitude of a famished little boy, Prince of SenijLai, who 
in the drama_is made to say to his little page:c^ ‘Seest thou 
those tiny sparrows in the nest, how their yellow bills ^re 
ppened wide; and now see, there comes their mother with worms 
to feed them. How eagerly and happily the little ones ^eat'. 
But for a Samurai,. when hiss stomach is empty, it; is a dis- 
grace to feel hmiger'". »
Bushido is one of the Ethical codes which was devel-*
Bushido, the soul of Japan, Dr. Nitobe.
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oped by Samurai warrior. Someone has compared Bushido with 
stoicism, or Mediaeval night in Burope. However, s'^toic sui­
cide was generally committed when one lost his reason for 
existence; it was rather a negative, metaphysical theory.
But Bushido is a national virtue which is emphaxized more 
in practice than in theory, and Bushido did not include such 
a chivalrous spirit, particularly tov/ard the ladies.
IbJ General Nogi.
Genreal Count ilogi was a ahining wari’ior figure iden­
tified with victory in the Husso-Japanese and Chino-Japan- 
ese wars, a Samurai of the Choshu clan. He came out of the 
wars fully equal in popular 'acclaim to Admiral Togo. It is 
because of this that he was chosen by the people in passion­
ate love and admiration, as an incarnation, of the Bushido 
spirit. His two children, both bred to arms as he had been, 
went to the wars, splendid types of young Japan. General 
Nogi shortly afterwards'visited the scent of the death of 
his son; he saw and listened, tearless and^in silence. A 
Spartan, mighty Hogi rode solitarily away. He afterv^rards 
wrote a poem; ‘
“Hilld, rivers, grass, and trees spread drear and sad;
’Wide winds sv/eep yestreen's carnage-smelling fields;
With halting steed and silent lips I roam
By Kinchou Castle in the setting sun".
Deadly.strife around the "Bussian fortifications of Port 
Arthur began. Day and night through months, the Bushido spi­
rit wrestled with his giant task in line after line of aptly 
called "human bullets". Stdessel's surrender of .January.,the
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2nd, 1905 crowned that part of Nogi*h task. But before that 
another blow had to fall upon Hogi*s heart. Sitting alone 
in his little room at his headq.uarters one December night, 
he sftw his eldest son enter, with one word of salutation, 
"Father", Immediately the Genera^ upbraided him: "Why have 
you left your post?" That he wassthe General’s son did not 
excuse him from lois duties, even for an hour. The son with­
drew in silence.. Ah hour later the .Son lay dead at the foot 
of the newly-taken 203 Ueter Hill, whither his duty as an 
aide had brought him v/ith a message foj' the Japanese com­
mander. Not until the morning did the father know. ‘He 
bowed nis head but shed no tear. He wrote again;
"Mount of the Soull
Steep, steep thou art, yet not to be denied 
When man scorns peril So he tops the goal.
Steel bolts have torn thee crest and side;
Now men gaze up to thee in grief and pride 
Mount of the Soull"
By an ideographic coincidence, the Japanese sighs for 
203 Meter Hill signify "Mount of the Soul" in Chinese.
The great victory made glory for Japan,, but it brought 
him-^no joy. He marched his victorious army north to join 
the armies facing Kuropatkins, 300,000 Russians at Mukden; 
and also final victory came to Japan when he returned at the 
end of uhe war. He was an idol of the people as embodying the 
Japanese spirit in the manifestation of courage, obedience, loy­
alty and devotion. The hmperor held him in tender regard for 
his greatness and his suffering. He settled down,, with his 
wife, to the life of the home-come veteran, in a modest
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house at Tokyo.
The great Bkaperor, Mutsuhito, now known "by his celes­
tial name, Meiji, was the monarch of the Restoration, whose 
■ hand was on the helm of state in its passage through all 
the archipelago of revolution until she anchored, after two 
great foreign wars, victorious and secure behind the great 
break-water of the constitution in the wide harbor of peace 
and progress. His long reign of forty-four years endeared 
him more and more to his people and has formed that deep and 
massive reverence on which his name is being lifted among 
the Powers that men of his nation will prajr to and invoke 
for centuries to come. The emperor lay dead in the Imperial 
palace. All of the sumptuous grandeur of the Imperial fun­
eral rites were ready for the impressive torchlight proces- 
sioni All Tokyo waited in breathless silence. General IJo- 
gi, the beloved, the honored of the Meiji, was not there.
At eight o*clock a great gun boomed its signal of thunder 
over Tokyo, and at that instant the slow march was taken up. 
With steady deliberation General JTogi had made ready for 
the end. He imd his aged wife had sat for their photograph 
the day before. A heavy sound as of-a body falling followed 
the echo of the palace gun. Both he and his wife were found 
weltering in their own blood, dead. They wsreipierced strict­
ly according- to the law of Harakiri, He was constantly exer­
cised when a boy under the strict discipline of old Japanese 
knightly education to make such a personality. It is to be
regretted that he felt called to commit suicide instead of
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exerting iiis patriotic service. We have need of the genu­
ine Christian spirit in such great men, that they may give 
more effective service to their nation.
The religious faith of a people gives a certain clue 
to many vital characteristics or ancient beliefs about the 
sould of the dead, and they affect life and conduct in about 
the *Bame way. V/ith an increasing power psychologically to 
interpret her own life, the leaders of Japanese thought will 
gain a new insight into the origin and meaning of Japanese 
intense national self-consciousness. The name of Bushido 
existed as a soul of Japan, but since Buddhism came to Japan 
it took both Buddhism and Shintoism, somehow, having a man­
ifold ritual, moral precepts, and a gospel of mercy; and 
life-sparing, high philosophy of life, enriched art, were 
produced.
(C.; Japanese Chivalry of Uesugikeushin in -the 
^ Sixteenth Century.
Now Takeda Shingen and Uesugikenshin were most promi­
nent among powerful daimios (warriors) the former holding ■. 
the province of Kai, the mountainous district in the heart 
of Japan, the latter the province of Schigo, lying on the 
coast of the J^pan sea. They were for a long time engaged 
in constant struggle. It happened once that Takeda Shing’en's 
army suffered from the want of salt, his dominion lying among 
the mountains far'from any sea-coast. This wretched state of 
things in Shingen’s army was ^somehow communicated to Uesugi- 
kenshin, his sole rival in the North. '*We are enemieB^l, 
Kenshin wrote to Shingen at once, **but our contest must be‘
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settled at the point of the sword; we shpuld not try to 
starve each other. You are short of salt, I haye plenty 
here. You may depend on me for a supply of as much salt 
as you need, and that at the ordinary market price**." The 
generous offer was gladly accepted and:::made good. The 
sword was never sheathed. In fact, the armies were so e- 
aually matched in every respect that neither'could, claim 
victory. One -day when-Kenshin was sitting at a meal he 
received news of the death of his rival, Shingen, where­
upon he dropped his chog-sticks and wept for him. HBcsaid, 
"The world has lost a hero and I a j-iv^l such as I shall 
no more look upon anywhere”.
Recently there has been ^a degrading of the spirit of 
the people with the development of commercialism. Luxur­
ious tendencies in society have made themselves felt in' the 
influence upon art and literaditire. Some people cry, "dan­
gerous thought”, especially since the recent European war, 
and one of the results of these currents is social jihrest, 
due to the abnormal conditions created by war. The old 
educationist bewails the moral depravity oX the younger gen­
eration lamenting that the healthy spirit of self-sacrifice 
has disappeared. So, with most of the countrymen who say 
that Bushido, the soul of Samurai, is a thing of the past. 
T^e deed of General Nogi is forgotten; -Now what is theorem*? 
edy for this situation. The ancient’spir4t of the nation 
is gone and nothing is really taking its plapg.
Some think they detect another cause of the destruc-
tion of Bushido, namely Christian influence. Tney do not, 
however, understand the true, heroic spirit of Ghristiani'ty
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as seen in the martyrs of its history. But we do indeed of­
ten see anti-Bushido spirits. And lest this older Japanese 
morality should decay and nothing wprthy take its place, we
f
must devote ourselves seriously to the training of the youth 
in our Sunday School and young peoples' organizations. What 
is the cause of the decrease in the mumher of High School 
age pupils from Sunday schools in America? There are many 
reasons.physically, psychologically, and religiously, but 
at any rate, this is a fact, there is a lack of the manly
spirit in the Sunday Schools of the present day.. Dr Hall
\ ?
quotes iTom Mr. Gulick and Fielding Hall that the former 
said; "Feminity is slowly transforming our schools and is 
strikingly seen in the phurch; Gulick holds that,the reason 
why only some seven i:)er cent of the young men of .the country 
are in the churches, while most members and workers are wo­
men, is that the qiialities demanded are the feminine ones- 
of love, rest, prayer, trust, desire for fortitude to endure, 
a sense of atonement - traits not involving ideals that most 
stir young men. The church has not yet learned to appeal to 
the more virile qualities'^ "Later Fielding Hall asks 'Why 
Christ and Buddha alone of great religious teachers were 
rejected by their own race and accepted elsewhere. He an­
swers that these mild beliefs of peace, nonresistance, and 
submission, rejected by verile warrior races, Jews and an- -
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
i 'Youth' by G. S. Hall., Chapter VI, Page 104.
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cient Hindus, were adopted where women were free and led in 
these matters. Confucianism, Mohammedanism, etc., are vir­
ile, and so indigenous, and. in such forms of faith and wor­
ship women have small place. This again suggests how the 
sex that rules the heart Controls men.
The child grown up into the same forms of motor ac­
tivity as children did in the generations that have long 
preceded them. Mr. Burk has shown how the most hestial in­
stincts survive and crop out irresistibly in boyhood, where 
fights are often engaged in with desperate ^abandon, noses 
are bitten and ears torn. Thus the child is first a savage 
to be civilized, which is called 'The recapitulation of ra- 
^cial history by the individual.-'* {2' , Froebel stated that 
the child impulse and racial instinct should not be elimin­
ated, but its expression transformed and directed toward 
evils that need all its antagonism.- .^3;. The chivalry which 
is called Bushido is a code of ethics and physical training. 
It makes against degeneration, the essential feature of which 
is a weakening of the will and loss of character. For char­
acter is really more dependent upon the training of the will 
than upon any other mental process. The present changed con­
dition in Japan offers less oppontunity for the culture of 
the will than formerly. It is true, that leaders of Sunday 
Schools ought to impress a braver Christian- spirit upon 
their class. The spirit of -t^ushido existed from the be­
ginning and even though it-declines, what Bushido has accom-
, The author of Education of Man."
3 'Youth'by G. S. Hall, Chapter" VI, Page 104.
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plislied in the formation of Japanese character must not be 
wholly lost. While much in this ancient system will be 
gradually discarded as time goes on jret. there .must continue 
to be agencies for training in racial ideals of justice, 
patriotism, and the duty of right living, sympathy, piety,
* r
an appreciation of art, and poetry, politeness and love.
Only the bravest can be the tenderest, and those loving most 
are most daring.
GHAHTE^ V. - ROMiVlT CAIHOJ^ICS, 
ip^:i) Xavier's Coming.
One of the most interesting facts in the sixteenth 
Century is the Christianization of Japan; the rise and fa'll 
‘of the Jesuit. As a result of the Renaissance and the six­
teenth century reformations, the gospel of salvation and the 
enlightenment of scientific knowledge came as a ray from thd 
light of truth upon the dark Orient. Japan was under the 
Ancient social system; all the clan lordships were a central 
military government under a mighty captain, who was called 
Shogun, under the centralization of Nobunaga Sho'feun. Xavir 
landed at .Kagoshimaa in 154Q. The roman Catholics had over 
two hundred churches in the country, spread over the whole 
Empire. Even the Japanese Embassy was received at Rome.
Many Dainuiyo and Kings had become converted. A famous 
Christian Dainuiyos, Madam Hosokawa, studied Latin, Portu­
guese, Imitation of Christ and the other King of religiSus 
books, with her maids and children. A Jesuit Father, Organ-
S8--
tino, built the temple and mission house at Azuchi, where 
Shogun lived. He gave a section of ground for Drgantino.
i^^,The rise of the Jesuit School.
Finally the missionaries got a chance to build a mis­
sion school. In 1579 Wariniani, one of the superintendents, 
of the Jesuits, came from' India to Japan, He had Summoned 
fifty-nine misaionaries from every district of .Japan to Ku- 
chinotsu Hizen. This council .decided to establish a Mis­
sion school at the following places; Arima, Funai, Usuki,. 
on Kyushu island; and Kyoto on the main island. In 1581, 
Wariniani again asked to.establish a school*at.Azuchi. N6bu- 
naga Shogun gave him prompt answer with much pleasure. The. 
missionaries transported .the building to this place from 
Kyoto. Christian Daimiyo lords contributed fifteen hiindred 
laborers for this purpose. When the building was completed 
Organtini was appointed principal of this school from Kyoto, 
and twenty-five young pupils were takeh to this institution^ 
Nubunaga was very much interested in the Christian school.
One day he visited the school without a guide, inepected 
their class work and enjoyed listening to the foreign music 
played by the young nobleman's son, Jerome Ito, lord of .Hiuga, 
The Shogun was so appreciative that ne refused to let the 
missionaries accompany him down, stairs -from the school rOom.
As soon as he reached his mansion, he sent s^ome "food'to the 
missionaries, to show his heartfelt gratitude.
School at Amakusa Island.
In one- of the last political lord's rebellions at at
Amakusa Island, all the Christiana had been massacred. A 
mission school had been established here, and young students'
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were studying I^tin, Portuguese, Grammar, and Biograpb.ies of 
the Saints. The printing press was brought by Wariniani, the 
founder of this school, also Azuchi s-eminaries.
Glorious Xavier's achieved victory ended at the beginning 
of the seventeenth century, with the bloody and almost total 
extirpation of the religion of the Jesuits and of every other 
form of Christianity, as well as with almcs t coE9.plete closure 
of the Empire against all communicatiom with Europe,
Chapter VI.Protestant 2te^.tj?anity.
Introduction of Protestantism,
Only after the country had been reopened through the 
treaties of friendship and commerce, which in 1859 gave Ses- 
tern powers accesa to several seaports, protentant Christian 
missionaries began to establish missions in Japan, Notwith­
standing the short time which has elapsed since the reopening 
of the country, the educational movement has made great pro­
gress, according to the general history of the Protestant 
church,in Japan. The first period was a <iuiet preparation
'for the work of missions by gradually-overcoming the deep- 
rooted prejudice of the Japanese against Christianity. The 
second period may be characterized as the real missionary 
activity and laying the foundation for■educational work.
This has generally extended to the present day, since the 
Japanese government in August 1884, divesting the native 
religions, Shinto and Buddhism, of their prerogatives as 
state religions. As a conseq^uence, religious, liberty found 
legitimate and political expression in the proclamation of 
the Constitution, February, 1889, and in the religious 
liberty guaranteed by this constitution. Christianity thus 
gained a iarger influence than anyone could have hoped for
particularly as Christianity is a pioneer of religious edu­
cation. The nation is being educated in the chief subjects 
of Western study, except (Jreek and Latin classics, taking 
over entirely the modern system from kindergarten to univer­
sity.. But the effort of the new, secular education is less 
marked in thought and sentiment than might be supposed, but 
is still conducted upon somewhat of a traditional plan, which 
contradicts the new plan, but locks the spirituality and the 
religious power of moral education. Here the message of re­
ligious education will give them life. The hermit Kingdom 
has made rapid progress during the last two generations, 
especially due to the messengers of enlightenment of true 
civilization, who started on their mission, carrying with 
them a letter from President Fillmore to the ruler of Japan. 
Commodore Matthew Culbraith Perry*s vesselsy^ntered the 
harbor bf Uraga, This was the first steamer ever seen in 
Japanese waters. To the music of “Old Gundred** the hymn
“Before Jehovah's awful thrbne
.Ye nations bow with sacred joy.“
on Sunday, resounded from the Mississippi and echoed from 
Island to island, bringing the message of the Gospel of 
Christ, Mr. Townsend Harris was appointed as General 
Consul in 1855. He would be known as a Christian. He would 
fight with all his might the sacriligious ceremony of tramp­
ling on the Cross, and would hold Christian worship on Sun­
day wherever he mignt be. The next year the concession open­
ed the way for missionaries to Japan, and he wrote, “Thia 
is, beyond ‘doubt, the first time that the English Vereion 
of the Bible was ever read in the city. Two hundred and thirty
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years ago a law was promulgated in Japan inflicting death on 
anyone who should use any of the rites of the Christian reli­
gion in Japan. That law is still unrepealed, and yet here 
have I holdly and openly done the very acts that the Japanese 
law punished so severely. The first blow is now -struck against 
the cruel persecution of Christianity by the Japanese, and by 
the blessing of God, if I succeed in establishing negotiations 
at this time with the Japanese, I mean to demand boldly for 
the Americans the free exercise of their religion in Japan 
with the right to build churchesj and I will also demand the 
abolition of the custom of trampling on the cross, or cruci­
fix, which the Dutch have basely witnessed for 'two hundred 
and thirty years without a word of remonstrance. I shall be 
proud and happy if I can be the hufable means of once more 
opening Japan to the blessed rule of Christianity. ^1.
Thus it took a year for the discussion of the treaty. Mr,Har­
ris proposed that an embassy be sent to Washington in a Ifoited 
States steamer, to exchange ratificationa and to see the won­
ders of America. Seventy-four persons made up the party.
This was the beginning of real advance for the nation. Amer­
icans were asked to open educational institutTons.
Beginning of Protestant Education.
There are many facts concerning the birth of the Hew Japan. 
One of the lords of Wakasa, while inspecting his harbor guards, 
saw an object floating on the water. He found that it was a 
boo_k printed in an 'unknown tongue, and learned from his in­
terpreters that it was a Chinese version of the bible. He 
longed for a teacher, and finally from far-away America
i’* Prom the S.S, and Yi/orld Progress.
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Guido Verbeck came ta his aid. But in the city of Nagasaki, 
he found no welcome awaiting him, and with great difficulty 
and peril of his life could only pray for an opportxmity; for 
even at this time, posted everywhere, were edicts against 
Christianity. Rewarda were offered to informers, special 
mention being made of tnose who might betray their own fami­
lies. But soon afterwards another Japanese found the Bible 
at Ndga saki, so he and his brother and officers t&f the gov­
ernment formed the first Bible Class in Japan, In 1864 these 
men were in the service of the governor of Nagasoki, who was 
BO pleased with them that he proposed the founding of a gov­
ernment school of foreign language and science, with Mr. 
Verbeck.as principal. The mission Board immediately released 
him for this work. Within a few years many of'the nobles 
trained in this school were went to American Schools. This 
was the beginning of Japanese welcome of Western learning. 
During all these years there was continental conflict be­
tween the Conservatives and the Liberals. In the Civil war 
of 1869 the liberal party was victorious, but again a fresh 
edict was issued against Christianity. But soon these were 
changed.in 186© Mr. Verbeck wrote asking for an embassy com­
posed of the highest officials, to visit the tJnited States 
and Europe for the purpose of studying Western Civilization. 
Prayerfully awaited the opportunity. Bight members of 
the embassy were former students of Mr. Verbeck. The em­
bassy finally set sail for the United States. The eyes of 
the nobles were opened to the fact that Christianity'waa 
the force of forces in true civilization, and with reflec­
tion came action. The Imperial Ministers telegraphed back
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to the government of Japan their imperssions. The result was 
that the Anti-Christian edict disappeared like magic. The 
four thousand exiles under sentence of death were saved, and 
Japan was opened to the Gospel^ ^ z] , . .
The Develoimient of Modern Sunday Schools.
Thus the missionaries succeeded in opening schools, 
Kindergarten, academy and college, indirectly winning many 
people from heathernism to Christianity, also winning many 
directly through religious Education and S, S. Work. The 
time is ripe to-day for the most momentous advance of all, 
when Shintoism and Buddhism alike will make way for the 
triumphal progress of the Prince of Peace is to reign in 
Japan. Even the world*B Sunday School Convention was held 
in Tokyo, in October, 1930. In Japan a Sunday School union 
was first organized in 1906, and this union has- been duly 
represented in world conventions held in various countries.
In recent years many Sunday Schools have sprung up in Bud­
dhist temples in this empire, the nature of which is even 
understood by Buddhist schools, and they sent visitors to 
the world's Sunday School Convention with the view of ben­
efiting from this unique gathering. The eighth World Sunday 
School Convention was regarded as the turning point in the
I,
history of Christianity in Japan. It was indeed an inspir­
ing occasion. The representatives of many denominations ■ 
from thirty Countries of the world cleared away many diffi­
culties and doubts that had been existing in the minds of 
the Japanese people, the one purpose was to bring the Chil­
dren to Christ, and that the Japanese people might learn
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that Sunday ih a day for spiritual culture. And the most 
i^fl^®ntial men were in B3rmpathy with this movement; even 
the Imperial household approved the Conventihn. There was 
a gift of 5Q,o50 yeu given toward the convention fund, and 
two of the officers of the Convention were received by Her 
Majesty, the Empress, They were shown unusual Co;nrtesy 
and were assured of her Majesty*s interest in the success 
of the Convention, On the last night of the Convention 
there was a personal message from the Emperor. These ex­
pressions of interest and sympathy have served to place the 
S. S. Movement in high favor with the Japanese people so 
that now no one need be ashambd to be connected with the 
Sunday School Movement. Ho one can be said to be disloyal 
because he b’felongB to it since the Emperor himself has 
shown an interest in the work, I remember 'that when 1 was 
a child at school I asked some boy, ’*Why are you not a 
Christian?'* He said, "Iff the Emperor T/ill be a Christian 
I should be so." So, in response to some Uhspiredd leader, 
the children will be patiently trained through the Chris­
tian school welfare. Wheh the soula of this Hation is made 
to live, her sun will really rise. Christian Child^Wel- 
fare agencies are doing what they can for children under 
fourteen years of age. They-have established twenty-six 
Christian B'imary Schools, three hundred and four Kinder­
gartens, two thousand five hundred and sixteen Christian 
Sunday, and sixty Christian Welfare institutions. These 
Christian agencies are at work for the physical, mental,
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moral and spiritual uplift of these Japanese children who 
will some day he deciding important q.uestions for the Jap­
anese nation. I.will omit the number of the following in­
stitutions; Orphanages, story-telling centers, day n\^rs — 
eries, lending libraries, play-grounds, vacation schools, 
boys* clubs, girls* clubs, mixed^clubs, society for the 
prevention of cruelty to animals, Loyal Temperance Legion, 
neighborhood work^ infants* Home, free dis;penBary, schools 
for the blind, etc. At least 180,000 children are under 
Christian influence in Chris.tian primary schools, Kinder­
gartens and in Christian Sunday Schools, besides high 
schools and colleges. The number of teachers and homes 
representing the chris.tian life of Japan is very great. 
Some day she will be grateful for the result. In 1930 a 
bill was introduced into the Diet petitioning for the es­
tablishment of a Juvenile ^ourt. The member spesjcing for 
the bill said: "Relibious principles are practically ne- 
cessarjr for the education of bad child^'en”. The reply was 
significant; to the effect that, in considerind education- 




Buddhism, on the other hand, emphasized knowledge as}
of supreme importance. The Buddhist priests belong, as a 
whole, to the least progressive elements of Japanese-^ socie­
ty, and those who have taken the lead in the field of edu- 
cation have be.en men and women who have very little connec-
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tion with the religion of ^akyanuini’ the educated classes 
seem the most indifferent. In-the field of education they 
are intended-for the training of priests and religious tea­
chers. Buddhists are maintaining Colleges, high schools; 
and schools of domestic-ficiehcfe, and many miscellaneous Char­
ities and social cluhs. They jnaintain fifteen- colleges ?ini 
one hundred and sixteen second&yy schools for training, priests 
and religious teachers for Sunday Schools and childrens* 
meetings. The future of any religions depends, in a large 
measure, upon what it is doing for children and young people. 
The general impression one receives in japan is that Buddhism 
is largely a religion for old people, espe-cially for grand- 
mothersaand other old v/omen. Children and young people are 
seen in the temple grounds, hut largely Because such grounds 
are often the only places they -have for play. One does not 
usually associate temple life with child life, but now new 
Buddhists claim to have 6,92a Sunday Schools and childre*^ 
clubs, having a total of 788,146 pupils. This is the claim 
by the Mahayana Buddhists in their work for children. The 
booklet says; "For Sunday School buildings must be- furnished 
with a main hall where religious s^ervices are to bo-performed, 
also class rooms and a library, wit>othe articles needed, 
such as musical instryipents, song books, black boards, tab­
les, pictures, etc. For officers we use application 
forms roll books, recorders, badges, attendance cards, bells, 
•whistles, etc. At present the Buddhist Sunday Schixols -are’ 
provided with the Buddhist scriptures, history of BuddhisiT, 
life of Sakyaniuni, stories of his disciples and the fouhdr-^
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ere of the various sects of Buddhism, stories of eminent 
priests, and for music the Buddhist hynlnals, The classes 
are conducted after the most approved methods of modern 
educatdrs, which they have found to be the most effective 
to awaken the childb interest in the program. In the main 
hall the bell rings and the pupils intermingle file, pay­
ing respects to the Buddha, singing hymns, praying in si­
lence, an^inally a moral discourse is given, based on 
Bcriptual passage or a current topic, by the director, or 
by the headmaster.
Led by teachers in charge, the pupils enter their 
respective rooms, where the exposition of scripture,his­
torical narratives, and biographical stories are given,* al­
so exercises in singing, fairy tales, or a discourse based 
on facts, roll call and distribution of cards. After that 
pupils are all again taken into -the main hall, where various 
reports are read, and also wome advice is given, and fin­
ally a chorus ends the order of the day. But some of the 
city Buddhists had opened a numbered of S, S. Schools, the 
younger priests had told stories to the children and had ^ 
taught the Imperial Rescript on education, distributed cards 
and cakes among the children, but no spe-cial religious in­
struction had been attempted. The pupils gradually drop­
ped from the schools and the schools were discontinued.
.They are tryong to imitate the Christian Sunday School system 
only formally., in large cities they use the piano .and the ‘ 
prgan in the temple. Their literature and equipment for 
Buddhist Sunday Schools are patterned after the Christian “
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SchoolB, but not the .spontaneous expression of the inner 
life. Buddhism realized missionary v^ork as essential^ tota 
world religion. Several settlements in Formosa, Hokkaido, 
and Korea, along the railroads, and any town of any size, 
has its Buddhist temple. It is true even in Hawaii and
Pacific Coast of U. S they simply follow their own peo-
• ^
pie, but have learned from Christianity. Trjily Chr-istian- 
ity is making progress in Japan.
ahinto. In regard to Shintoism, it has shown 
more activity on the literary side than on the religious 
side. Tenrikyo and KonKoKyo have ceased to attract the 
attention of the public, though their quiet expansion 
snould.not be ignored by the peojple who are interested in 
their spiritual welfare, but a nev/ sect was recently sormed, 
under the fanjiic preaching of Omotokyo. The newspapers and 
Doctor Ane-zakife opinion on this sect said, "This is a false 
belief upon Society at large. In Doctor Anezaki's opinion 
the prevalence of such a teaching reflects an acute cond­
ition of spiritual restlessness among out people. On the 
other hand, the erection of the ^eiji shrine is apparently 
an encouragement of Emperor worship. Some of the provin­
cial associations of young men sent a number of their mem­
bers to Tokyo to volunteer their' services in its erection. 
School teachers instruct ^le children to go in a body to 
the shrine near the school taking brooms and dust pans to 
help clean the sacred grounds. Pious business men hand 
themselves together in co-operation with the school teach­
ers for the purpose of making the rounds of the Imperial
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tombs scattered in Western districts. Often educational as­
sociations h,ave invited Shinto scholars to give lectures be­
fore large audiences of school teabhers, on' the relations of 






Still we can imagine how prevalent are superstitions 
in present, day Japan. The following examples will illustrate 
this as it applies to children. 1.
In Kokkaido state,_ if a boy is born during the fatal 
year of its parents, it is placed in the -street corner and 
found by another who .brings it back to its .parents.
In Oska state, Jise and Yanagi, those Bijddhist fempse 
priests, give to the ^parents who have a sick child, or to 
the child itself, sacred cards, and then p)rays ^^or the cure 
of the child.
In Kanagawa state, after a baby is born, if^ it is a. 
girl place needle under the house, and she will be a filial 
child. If a boy, place pen and ink under the house >^nd he 
will be a filial son.
About forty other states are very much like these ex^ 
amples.
B Need of Keljgious Instruction for the Adolescent.
The old proverb that man is a religious creature is a 
truism. The happiness or unhappiness of a man*B life de­
pends greatly upon whether this demand of his souls- is sat-
1 "The Bducation of the 
ciation. Child" Japanese Kindergarten Asso-
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isfied or not; nay the meaning of life itself is largely 
settled thereby. The number ofjpeople whose experience of 
conversion, comes out of their sense of life*s transitori­
ness or human sinfulness is not so large as formerly. Whether 
conversion be gradual or sudden change^ it is essential the 
experience of entering the life of faith in God according to 
the statistics of Professor Starbuck, the greasiest number 
of conversions take place at the average age of sixteen 
years and five-months, in the ease of boys, and at the aver­
age age of fourteen years and nine months in the case of 
girls, If We turn to Doctor Hall*B ’'Adolescence** jLt is 
there clearly shown how strong and powerful the, religious 
consciousness is at that age, and, therefore, if the chance 
is denied to young people to declare their religious loyal­
ties while they are young the religious nature will be dead­
ened and their spiritual interests will be dried up, with a 
great loss throughout the span of their earthly lives. The 
religious nature must be given proper opportunity for its 
cultivation while young. In the juvenile age, which is 
the epoch in human life best fitted for character making, 
due consideration should be given to religious training, 
side by side with the physical, intellectual and moral 
training.
V
■ oC Public School System in .Japan.
In Japan, l)ublic schools,- as we have seen are the or-
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---
It *-The-|feychobogy of Reirgran*''-by "Starbuck. - *
Slo­
gans of national education; religious instruction is, for 
th&t reason practically impossible. For, at the present 
time when so many sects of so many established religions- 
are be-ing preached in the country, it would create endless 
confusion in the schools if the religions were allowed to 
be taught there. This has been a bitter experience in the 
West. Education and religion, schools and churches have 
finally come to an agreement by'dividing the spheres of i l. 
their respective activities-, but it was only done, after a 
long history of dire struggles in connection with the Sep­
aratists* movement of educational i reforms, educational 
bills, and many other knotty problems of those days. In 
fact, the question whether religion should be tkaght in 
the schools has been hostly discussed in England ever since 
1869. If this haa been the case in England, where a cer­
tain form Christianity is the state religion, the diffi­
culties should be a thousand times greater in Japan, where 
ShintcKm, Buddhism and Christianity are recognized on the 
same footing, side by side. In consideration of the bit­
ter experiences in foreign lands, modern Japan frpm the = 
beginning made it*s school^ the places where any kind of
religious education itf forbidden. This being the case, 
must be provided
other agHnciesy^side by side wdthlsecular education, for the 
religious education of the young. .Now in view of the fact 
that the religious Education of children has become a 
world-movement, it is to-be desired that every possible en­
couragement s'hould'be given to its development, both by 
the state and by private organizations. In England, the "
i
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Bible is taught each morning in the public schools, and in 
American schools, often a devotional service is held in the 
auditorium. Services of this sort I have attended several 
times.
Present Needs..
If now an'atmosphere of demotion is thought necessary 
in American schools, how much more is this a fiecessity in 
Japan, where there' is no religious instruction of any kind 
in the common schools i At the same time we'must complete 
the eq.uipment of the Sunday schools according^ to the most”^ 
advanced schemes, and the proper graded instruction should 
be given according to the age and school years of children, 
on the basis of modern psychology with culture of the Eyjner- 
spiritual life,
' Christian Education, the-hope of Japan.
Any nation without high ideals declines.. Ideals are 
ideas of the greatest worth emotionalized and the profound- 
est emotions are felt toward persons. Hence, religious 
faith which includes attitudes toward a personal God insures 
the richest emotional feeling. When, therefore, the Ideal 
is recognized as Divine - that is as the Will of God, there 
come the strongest incentives to loyalty to' that Ideal. 'The 
object of faith must be the one living God. The' Japanese 
nation must open their spiritual 'eyes and endeavor to build 
up their personalities on the firm basis of religions^be- 
lief in the will of God; for without faith there is no guar^- 
antee of the attainment of gi'eat Ideals. The educational 
system of Japan is almost perfect as a system, but it laSks
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Spiritual life. And this cannot come except through the re­
ligion of Jesus Christ.
Religious education of children is a great determining 
factor in nsodelling the future of a nation. The influence 
exerted by American missionaries, through religious educa­
tion, deep dovm in the soul of Japan has given a new ideal, 
a new sentiment, -a new aspiration, a new consciousness, and 
a new spirit that cries after God, the father of all. We 
are the genuine offspring of true democratic, international*. 
Christian America.
Both the East and the West struggle together in agony 





Heraclitus, upon the basis of two ideas, motion and stillness, 
claimed that everything is in continual change and flow.' Parmenides 
on the other hand ciaimed that there is no -change in being and 
reality. The visitation of the earthquake which caused universal 
sympathy, the death of ex-Presidents Harding and Wilson, and their 
conceptions the F-ather will-'"last forever*. Beautiful- scenery 
of- autumn evening in Boston, like r-epeated -Seasons, bring the 
varieties of new revelation and eternal truth of reality.
In the changeabl’e hearts of human kind, comes a cloud of 
tempest from the cause "of misunderstanding. The commonwealth of 
the brotherhood of ’Christian democracy will continue to reigi .here 
and eventually cross the Pacific. The Kingdom of God in the world 
shall come into being through means of religious education, as 
the result of the recent European f^r, we are entering upon a 
fundamental reconstruction period. Japan is one of the most pro­
gressive seekers in the” scientific field of secular education.
But few of the Japanese are interested in religious education.
As the human organism requires various food-elements for its 
support, so religious education in Japan will need to recognize 
and appropriate some of the results of Shintoism and of Confucian­
ism and of Buddhism, as well- as the great ideals of Christianity , 
in order to bring it to its highest efficiency. The world knows 
Japan, but it does not yet' fully understand her; her correct 
interpretation is no easy task. The purpose of this thesis is 
not merely to introduce a formal system of religious education, 
but also to give some knovi/ledge and understanding of her spirit, 
showing her historical development and the relation between the 





The Sun Goddess sent down her grandchildren from heaven to 
invade and occupy Japan. Their leader was the grandchild of the 
goddess, who is known as the first Mikado of Japan. Shintoism 
is a form of nature and emoestor worship, and sacrifice to 
departed heroes, T^hich constituted one of the principal features 
of its cult. The Japeuiese baby is carried to a Shinto shrine just 
like the ancient Jewish children were carried to their temple. 
Little children enjoy the festival days of the shrines, and they 
have impressed upon them that the festival is in memory of the 
giver of all good things, the helper and guardian of the people.
The Shinto shrine must at least aid in the celebration of the 
nine great holidays related to the national cult, these nine,out 
of a total eleven, being imperial ancestor-worship. The school 
children are led to the shrines by the teachers, and on three of 
these festival days, the Imperial Rescript is read by the principal 
of each school.
Chapter II. Confucianism.
The study of Chinese literature first became fasionable 
aimong the ruling classes since a Korean scholar dedicated the 
Confucian Analects between 376 and 385 A.D. It was a system 
of ethical teachings founded upon ancestor worship, much like 
that of Shintoism. Its doctrines were humane, and its humanizing 
effects on government policy may be found in the laws and maxims 
of the wisest of the Japanese rulers, such as the Samurai Clan 
and scholars. Filial piety constitutes an all-important duty as 
the first and chief of human virtues. It is characterized by its 
insistence on the duties of friendship, benevolence, loyalty, 
truthfulness, and the duty of man to man. Loyalty is emphasized
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in Japan. Loyalty is the love that the Japanese people feel for 
their sovereign, for whose sake the people are ready to make any 
sacrifice. These two the people consider as the source of all 
national virtues which crystalize the Japanese sense of altruistic 
morality.
Chapter III. Buddhism.
Buddhism v/as introduced as a prompter of hatioQal develop­
ment in 553 A.D. The attempt of Buddhism to absorb Shintoism 
succeeded. The. compound Buddhism and Shintoism obtained imperial 
approval and support, but^ there was no real fusion. Both in 
domestic form and ancestor cult they affected Japanese religious 
education, bringing together philosophy, religion, ethics, and 
art. They brought to Japan a humanizing influence with new 
beliefs. More especially did Buddhism bring in its train all the 
arts' of carving, painting and decorations which hung in the 
temples and explained its beliefs better than words. Buddhism at 
a later day maintained the domestic cult which softened the 
thoughts of men about their dead. In every home, there is a 
shrine for that purpose. Prayers and sacrifices axe offered 
before the ancestral tablets and immage of Buddha. These duties 
are considered a part of home life. The children are thus given 
an opportunity to see and participate in this worship. The 
greatest value of Buddhism to the nation is that it offers 
education to all; not only a religious education, but an education 
in the arts and Chinese classics. So the Buddhist temples 
eventually became common schools. The Terakoya , which means 




In Bushido is found the soul of Japan which is passed on to 
each generation. Bushido is not a religion, -but is a result of 
the religious influence of Buddhism, Confucianism, and Shintoism 
upon the spirit of the Japanase. Biishido is one of the ethical 
codes which were -developed by a Samurai warrior, -flecently there 
has been a degrading of the spirit of the people with the develop­
ment of commercialism.and^lxxurious tendencies in society. What 
Bushio accomplished in the formation of Japanese character will 
not be wholly lost, because of the agencies it uses for the 
training in racial ideals, Justice, patriotism, and the duty of 
right living, sympathy, piety, an appreciation of art, poetry, 
politeness and love.
Chapter V. Roman Catholics.
As a result of the Renaissance and the sixteenth century 
reformation, the gospel of salvation and the enlightenment of 
scientific knowledge came as a ray upon the dark Orient.
St. Xavier landed at Kogoshima in 1549. The Roman Catholics had 
many temples, schools and mission houses. In one of the last 
political rebellions at Am&kusa Island, all the Christians had 
been massacred. St. Xavier's achieved victory ended at the 
beginning of the seventeenth century, with the bloody and almost 
total extirpation of the religion of the Jesuits and of e.very 
other form of Christianity.
Chapter VI. Protestant Christianity. ,
Protestant Christian missionaries began to establish missions 
in Japan after the country had been reopened through the treaties
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of friendship and commerce. The educational movement has made 
great progress. According to the general history of the Protestant 
church in Japan, Commodore Perry's vessel entered the harbor of 
Uraga carrying with them a letter from President Filmore to the 
ruler of Japan. Hr. Townserxd Harris was appointed as general 
consul in 1855. The concession opened the way for missionaries 
to Japan. One of the lords of Wakasa found a Chinese version of 
the Bible. Guido Verbeok came to his aid. ilight members of the 
embassy who were former students of Mr. Verbeck, set sail for the 
United States. The eyes of the nobles were opened to the fact 
that Christianity was tie force in true civilization. The result 
Was that the anti-Christian edict disappeared. The missionaries 
succeeded in opening .schools, indirectly winning many people 
from heathenism to Christianity; also, winning many directly 
through religious education and Sunday School work. Even the 
World's Sunday School Convention was held in Tokyo, in October,
1930. It was regarded as the turning point in the history of 
Christianity in Japan. In recent years, many Sunday Schools have 
sprung up in Buddhist temples. Buddhism stresses knowledge as 
the supreme importance; while Shintoism has shown more activity 
on the literary than-on the religious side.
Conclusion.
Still euperstitionsie prevalent in Japan. What Japan needs 
is religious instruction, particularly 'for the adolescents. The 
happiness or xmhappiness of a man's life depends greatly upon 
whether this need of his soul is satisfied or not. It is essentially 
the experience of entering the life of faith in God. If the chance 
of religious nurture is denied the young people, this religious
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nature will gractually die. They must be given this religious 
education and an opportunity to declare their respective loyal- 
ties.
In Japan, education and religion are entirely separate. 
Education belongs within the scope of the- schools; white religion 
comes under the dominion of churches and temples. After consider­
ing the bitter lessons experienced by other countries through the 
fusion of churdh and state, ^modern Japah has guarded against any 
such fusion. This being the case, other agencies must be provided. 
Therefore, side by side with secular education, Japan must have 
religious education,especially for the young. If now an atmos­
phere of devotion is thought necessary in American schools, how 
much more is' this a necessity in Japan,where there is no religious 
instruction of any hind in the common school! Christian education 
is the hope of Japan.
Iddals are ideas of the greatest woXth emotionalized^ and 
the profoundest emotions are felt toward persons. Hence, religious 
faith which includes attitudes toward a personal God insures the 
richesteemotional feeling. When, therefore,the Ideal is recog­
nized as Divine — that is, as the will of God — there comes the 
strongest incentives to loyalty to that Ideal. Any nation without 
high ideals declines. Religious education of children is a great 
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